
R26-1-I The Halllllarlund HQ-180

by Bruce PortIer

The HalllllarlundHQ-180() series of receivers was designed In the early 1960's and
manufactured until around 1970. The receiver has dual conversion below 7850 kHz with one'
IF al11ll1fier at 455 kHz and three IF amplifiers at 60 kIll. Above 7850 kHz, the receiver
has an additional IF stage at 3035 kHz. The receiver tun!!s from 0.54 to 30.0 INiz.

There are several variations of the HQ-180. The HQ-18OAis a later refinement of
the HQ-180. The main differences are that the HQ-18OAhas a sl1lcon rectifier power supply
Instead of a 5U4 rectifier tube; It has a rear panel accessory socket not on tile HQ-180;
and It suppl1es power to the filaments of the oscil1ator tubes at all times, thus reducing
warm-updrift. The HQ-18OCand HQ-I80AChave clock timers bul1t In, and the HQ-180Xand
HQI8OAXhave provisions for 11 fixed-frequency crystal control1ed channels.

WhenIt was Introduced, the HQ-180 was considered to be "the" receiver for hams and
SWls. Whl1ehams have since mOvedon to transceivers, rather than separate transmitters
and receivers, and SWlshave fa11en in love with Wadley-loop receivers with superior read-
out, the HQ-180 continues to be one of the IIIOStpopular receivers for "hard-core" BCB
OX'lng.

The receiver Itself measures JOlt x 19 x 13 Inches and weighs 38 pounds. The front
panel controls Include IIIln tuning knob, bandspread knob (not used below 21Hz), notch
fl1ter control (!5 kHz), BFOtuning control, vernier tuning knob (!3 kllz), noise limiter
controls, RF gain - on/off control, AVCswitch (off, slow, medium, fast), selectivity (0.5,
1,2, and 3 kHz per sideband), send-receive-calibrate switch, upper-lower-both sidebands
control, phone jack, S-meter, audio gain control, band switch, antenna tuner, and AM-SSB-CW
switch. The rear panel has speaker and antenna tenninals.

The following COlllllentsare based on six years of ownership by this reviewer:
Sensitivity Is excel1ent. The receiver IIIiInuallists sensitivity 15 1.5 uV for a 10 dB

signal to noise ratio. In most urban areas, this Is more sensitivity than you wl11 ever
need. Chances are that electrical noise on the AMbroadcast band wll1 prevent you from
taking ful1 advantage of the receiver's sensitivity. However, In very Quiet locations,
the HQ-I80w111l1kely be superior In sensitivity to most other receivers.

Selectivity Is likewise excel1ent. The receiver uses several tuned circuits at a low
IF frequency(60 kHz)to provide a narrow, steep-skirted bandwidth. Thevariable bandwidth
permits the user to narrow the bandwidth In the presence of strong adjacent signals. The
sideband switch Is useful when copying signals next to strong locals. By selecting the
sideband farthest In frequency from the local, the user can el1mlnate much sideband splat-
ter. By using the combination of 2 kHz bandwidth, the notch fl1ter and upper or lower
sideband, this revl_r has pul1ed audio from manyAsian and downunder Slqnals 2 kHz from
domestics. An example Is hearing Tahltl-738 next to strong, unnul1able signals from CBXand KC8Son 740. .

Overload IDI11UnltyIs not Quite what this revl_r would prefer. However, it Is
acceptable. Somespurious signals from strong locals are noted when a longwlre Is used.
but the problem is not as severe as that encountered on I:1Ostother receivers I've used.
Twoover~oad problems have been encountered with this reviewer's HQ-180A.even when a loop
antenna IS used. One Is a tendency to overload between 1000 and 1050 kIll due to the
presence of very ~trong locals ~n 100~ an~ 950.. The other Is that a strong signal, especi-
ally an open carner, can sometImes mIx with adjacent channels, causing audio from the
adjacent statIon to appear on the ot:Jer side of the signal. For example,KOUII-nO
occasIonally ~howsup on 700 when local KIRO:710Is on the air, and audio on 960 SIIO\1SliP
on 94~ (and vICe versa) when KJR-950tests with an open carrier. The I:1Ostbizarre instance
of thIs problem occurred when Aruba's Radio Kelkboomon 1435 showed up on both 1425 and
1435 due (apparently) to an open carrier from KJAY,Sacremento, on 1430. I'm not sure If
thIs problem exists on other HQ-180's but It has shown up several times on mine and tube
replacement and realignment do not seem to cure the problem.

Audio qual1ty leaves a little to be
desired. On all selectivity. settings
except 3 kHz. higher audio frequencies are
attenuated enough to produce rather muffled
audio. Some60 Hz line noise is also
present in the audio output. The notch
filter Is very effective and Is a real
"plus" for this receiver. The same cannot
be said for tne noise limiter. willch 15 not
very effective (but then very few of them
are). The vernier tuning is very useful In
establishing the frequency of "splits" to
the nearest " kHz.

Dial readout is acceptable on medium
wave. Componentaging has resulted In this
reviewer' s HQ-180readout to aIways be a

few kHz off at some spot on the dial. It's the age-old story of receiver calibration--if
you aI ign the recei ver to where It's accurate at one end of the di aI. it's way off at the
other end, so you're forced to compromise. Oial readout on shortwave is. of course. as
good as can be expected for pre-1910's technology, which utl1lzed .slide rule" readout.

In conclusion, the HQ-180Is a good buy on today's market. These receivers typical1y
sel1 for $200 to $300, depending on age and condition. They outperform any new receiver
In that price range, even though they lack the portability and other niceties of modern
solid-state rigs. Few receivers will serve the serious 8CBOXenthusiast better than the
HQ-180.

The HalllllarlundSP-600

by Phil Bytheway

The SP-600 Is no portable: it is 95 pounds of general coverage receiver which tunes
540 kHzto 54 11Hz. Thebroadcast band Is spread over twobandsand breaks at 1350kHz:
you have to crank it al1 the way back to .0" to get 1350+. It has a sllderule-lIke
dial which delineates the various bands on a rotating disc. Another rotating disc Is I
bandspread control with a very handy log scaling (0-100, IIIiIrkedevery .5), which can
al1ow you to return exactly to any station (once found) without any hunting around. Nine
log divisions are IIIrked on the lIIiIintuning dial for use with the bandspread dial. On
the broadcast band, the IIIIIlndial gives 10 kHz accuracy: with the calibrated BFOpitch
knob (!3 kHz linear), you can eyebal1 to the nearest .1 kHz uning a domestic channel 15 a
reference, as the BFOpitch control dial is laid out so that 1 kHz covers over ~ inch. The
IIIiIlntuning dial has counter balance weighting that a11owsyou to spin the dill quite
Quickly: j_Ing from channel to channel is quite easy, even across bands.

Sensitivity is rated at 2 uV on BCBwhich is somewhatbetter than the R-392 rating,
but I feel that the R-392 does better on BCB. Selectivity Is variable: 13, 8 and 3 kHz
bandwidths are aval1able without the crystal fUter. With the crystal fUter. bandwidths
are 1.3. 0.5. and 0.2 kHz. The fl1ter also has notch capabilities and I phasing control
zeroes the notch In. I usual1y OXedusing the 3 kHz position, as the 1.3 kHz was too
narrow for II1Ytastes In audio response: spUts Ire reldable with the 3 kHz bandwidth.
There seems to be quite a bit of loss associated with the crystal fl1ter: perhaps .Ine
was not aligned perfectly.

There Is a weak birdie on 910 kHz, but mixing spurs froll locals Ire evident across
the BCB. Using a loop antenna only a11eviates the probll!11if you nun the offending
station. The preselection provided by the loop's tuning doesn't se- to help. The two
RF stages are perhaps more a problem than a blessing In the SP-600.

The receiver manual claims great stabl1ity for this set after 15 .Inutes of wal'll-Up,
and I can't rea11y argue as I've never noticed any stabUity problet11S. The S-III!ter seetaS
very good and rarely pins on a strong signal, yet st111 indicates for weak ones. It can

. be used (by means of a switch) to show RF or AF strength, Ilthough the litter is quite
useless whenOX'ing. TheSP-600also has I noise U.iter switch, but whenit Is on, it
cuts downdesired audio too much to be of IlUchuse.

I like the set quite we11. but I couldn't get lIlY"Wedge"loop to perform with it. The
Space Magnetworked pretty weH, however. There is no antenna tri_r on the SP-600,
so perhaps this lack lIlY have been partiaHy responsible for the poor results using the
Wedge. I never got a speaker for the set because it has I 600 0II1IIoutput. The scarcity
of 600 ohmspeakers Is one of the drawbacks to buying I surplus receiver unfortunately.
I use the SP-600 as I back-up set at the momentfor checking TP parl11els: it gets the
stronger NHKstations 81511y enough when using a ISO' 10ngwlre.


